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Our brands
OWA have been developing, producing and marketing suspended ceiling tiles made
from mineral wool, steel grid and accessories for over 50 years. Himmel are the
exclusive distributor of OWA products in Australia.
Ecophon, a part of global Saint-Gobain building products group, manufacture high
acoustic glasswool ceiling tiles and wall panels in Sweden. Passionate about acoustics,
Ecophon products assist in enhancing the wellbeing and performance of individuals in
the spaces that they work and live.
Gyprock are Australia’s leading plasterboard manufacturer since 1947. They produce a wide
range of gypsum based products such as plasterboard and cornice, as well as compounds,
adhesives, specialty plasters and associated finishing materials and accessories. Gyprock
plasterboard is used to manufacture our wide range of plasterboard ceiling tiles.
Rondo have been at the forefront of innovation, service and product quality for over 50
years. It’s Rondo’s reputation for producing market-leading wall and ceiling systems, as
well as offering expert technical design and sales support that has led to Rondo being a
part of the best projects worldwide.
Troldtekt manufacture acoustic ceiling and wall panels from naturals materials. The
products are designed and developed in Denmark from local materials using start of the
art and eco-friendly technology.
Himmel is the brand of high quality Timber ceilings and wall panels that we distribute
into the market. Manufactured in Australia, Himmel products can be custom designed
and made to order.

About Himmel
CSR Himmel are an integral member of CSR’s building products group. Our vision is to lead the market in the creation of productive
and intelligent spaces by delivering superior acoustics and aesthetic solutions. Our dynamic portfolio of aesthetic and acoustic ceiling
and wall panel products showcase the best of our global partnerships. We deliver insights and technical leadership to our customers
enabling them to create inspirational, productive and technical spaces.
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Daiken, Japan’s largest building materials manufacturer, are the leading ceilings brand in
Japan. For further information contact the Himmel Western Australia office.

The Fricker range has been a long-standing reputable brand in the Australian CBD
market, with strong ties to the Property Industry and the ability to custom build solutions
for even the toughest designs.

Mineral Fibre
CSR Himmel offer a range of mineral fibre ceiling tiles to cater for all your commercial
building needs. Partnering with German manufacturer OWA, our mineral fibre ceiling tiles
are made from pure biodegrable mineral wool, other natural components and are free
of formaldehyde and other harmful substances to ensure that your commercial space
contains no threats to your health and the environment. Our mineral fibre range offers a
variety of finishes and designs to ensure that the needs of the project are met, every time.

OFFICE COMMON AREA, GERMANY
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PRODUCT: OWA SINFONIA

Mineral Fibre

GROSVENOR PLACE, SYDNEY
PRODUCT: OWA CONSTELLATION FRICKER ALUMINIUM TOP HAT GRID
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Mineral Fibre

GROSVENOR PLACE, SYDNEY
PRODUCT: OWA CONSTELLATION FRICKER ALUMINIUM TOP HAT GRID
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Glass Wool
CSR Himmel are the exclusive Australian distributor of Ecophon Glasswool High Acoustic
Ceiling Tiles. Ecophon, who are a part of global building products company SaintGobain, develop and manufacture glass wool ceiling tiles and wall panelling products
that aim to improve commercial environments through enhancing people’s wellbeing and
performance. The Ecophon products are created using recycled glass wool and plantbased binder to ensure emissions of volatile pollutants on the environment remain low.
Ecophon offer a wide range of colours, designs and edge details to ensure that both
design and functionality is achieved.

JAARBEYRS CONFERENCE CENTRE & OFFICES, NETHERLANDS
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PRODUCT: ECOPHON SOLO PANELS IN WHITE

Glass Wool

OFFICE SPACE, SWEDEN
PRODUCT: ECOPHON SQUARE SOLO PANELS
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Glass Wool

MIRKINOATAVRA CINEMA AND CONCERT HALL, RUSSIA
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Plasterboard
CSR Himmel supply Gyprock Vinyl Covered Plasterboard Ceiling Tiles to the Australian
Market, as decorative linings in commercial applications. These Plasterboard ceiling
tiles offer an attractive, economical and functional solution for commercial and industrial
ceilings. Gyprock has been the leading brand of plasterboard, cornice and plastering
accessories for Australian homes since 1947. All Gyprock products are manufactured in
Australia and meet all fire, acoustic and thermal requirements across all segments of the
construction industry.
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ARECO OFFICE, SWEEDEN

Woodwool
Wood wool ceiling tiles and wall panels are a unique product that is manufactured from
wood and cement in Denmark by our supplier Troldtekt. The product is designed using
local Danish materials using state of the art and eco-friendly technology. The combination
of wood and cement creates Troldtekt’s unique sound absorbing properties, ensuring
good acoustics in any room. The material has the ability to handle moist environments,
whilst also providing effective fire protection.

GYMNASIUM IN TORSHAVN
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PRODUCT: TROLDTEKT NATURAL WOOD AND SPECIAL COLOURS

Woodwool

RESTAURANT TABU, DENMARK
PRODUCT: TROLDTEKT ULTRAFINE IN BLACK
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Woodwool

IXNAH, MEXICO
PRODUCT: TROLDTEKT FINE, GREY & WHITE
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Timber
The Himmel Timber Range offers a wide variety of acoustic panelling, timber ceiling
and wall panels and customer design finishes. CSR Himmel have the ability to produce
a wide range of customer timber products, allowing us to offer many new and exciting
Timber options to the market.

MHC OFFICE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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PRODUCT: CUSTOMER TIMBER WEDGE IN WESTEN RED CEDAR

Timber

EPPING PRODUCE MARKET, VICTORIA
PRODUCT: HIMMEL TIMBER BATTERNS IN WESTERN
RED CEDAR HIMMEL STEEL GRID IN BLACK
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Timber

MHC OFFICE, PERTH
PRODUCT: HIMMEL SLOTTED TIMBER PANELS IN HOOP PINE
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Metal
CSR Himmel provides a wide range of precision-engineered metal ceiling systems offering
another unique commercial ceiling option. Himmel have a number of standard lay in
and clip in metal tile ceiling systems, along with a wide variety of specialty metal ceiling
systems, providing an assortment of different ceiling options for every space. All metal
ceiling tiles can offer acoustic performance and modern finish.

THE BOND RECEPTION, NEW SOUTH WALES
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PRODUCT: HIMMEL METAL TILES

Specialty
CSR Himmel offer a wide range of specialty ceiling products from a number of different
global suppliers. Our specialty range provides options for unique and modern ceiling
spaces, that also ensure strong acoustic properties and durability. Supplying products
from OWA and Troldtekt, our team can assist you in the design of a functional but
memorable ceiling space.

SCHOOL CAFFETERIA, GERMANY
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PRODUCT: OWA OPUS CONCEALED GRID SYSTEM

Specialty

FACTORY SPACE, GERMANY
PRODUCT: OWA CREAPRINT
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Specialty

BAR SPACE, GERMANY
PRODUCT: OWA BAMBOO DARK PERFORATED
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Baffles
Baffles are the perfect options for spaces where a traditional ceiling grid and tile system
would not fit in the overall design of the spaces. CSR Himmel provide baffle options in a
variety of different materials such as Mineral Fibre, Glasswool, Aluminium and Metal.
The options are endless.

ACCENT GROUP HEAD OFFICE, VICTORIA
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PRODUCT: OWA CLOUDS

Baffles

ELECTRICAL TRADE UNION, VICTORIA
PRODUCT: LINUS BAFFLES IN WHITE
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Baffles

MAGASAND RESTAURANT, SPAIN
PRODUCT: ECOPHON SOLO BAFFLES
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Ceiling Grid
CSR Himmel supply steel and aluminium suspension systems to the Australian market.
Distributing German and Australian made products from OWA, Rondo and Fricker, our
wide range of suspension systems ensures that there is a suitable product for all your
commercial building projects.

ACCENT GROUP HEAD OFFICE, VICTORIA
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PRODUCT: OWA CLOUDS

Drywall Grid
Drywall grid is a light-weight grid system that is fast and simple to install and can
be used in a variety of applications such as suspended or direct-fix ceilings, curved
ceilings, bulkheads and wall applications. CSR Himmel supply Rondo RAPID
Drywall Grid, which is particularly useful in corridors where often services such as air
conditioning ducts, electrical and data cabling, and fire sprinkler pipework, make it
nearly impossible to install a suspended ceiling.

OFFICE SPACE, NEW SOUTH WALES
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PRODUCT: RONDO RAPID

Aluminium Partition Suites
CSR Himmel proudly offers a range of exclusive aluminium partition systems
for the commercial interior fitout market. Further to this, Himmel carries a
wide range of aluminium for shop-fronts, glazed doors, geometric sections,
hardware and MDF products.
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OFFICE SPACE, NEW SOUTH WALES

Architectural Hardware
he Architectural Hardware Range by CSR Himmel offers a wide variety of
interior hardware options for any project. We distribute an extensive choice
of locks, handles, hinges, doors and more. Sourced from quality suppliers
around Australia, the Himmel Architectural Hardware Range can cater for all
your hardware needs.
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OFFICE SPACE, NEW SOUTH WALES
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